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NH-33 Nekovalkyrja

 WIP (SA): This page's contents are a work in progress by the Site Admin and cannot yet be used
in the RP.

The NH-33 Nekovalkyrja is the latest in the line of Nekovalkyrja, it is an upgrade for both the civilian and
military citizens of the yamatai_star_empire. The NH-33 was developed by Ketsurui Zaibatsu to further
integrate the races. The design process began around the same time that the nh-32 was started.

Shared traits

The NH-33 series bodies share a number of basic features:

Internal respiration
Perspiration to assist with body temp control
Fingernails
Typical human style fingertips
Digital Memory
Telepathy (Yes, I said the word)

Normal telepathic communication to one or more people (unencrypted)
Data transfer

High speed data transfer transmission capability (specific component in the brain handles,
encrypted)

Base Inertia Controlling Ability
Selectable ear configuration, human, cat, elf
Increased Strength (base)

Minkan

The Minkan “Folk” is the civilian version of the NH-33. They are an improvement upon the yamataian.

NH-33F - Minkan Female
NH-33M - Minkan Male

Attributes

Sexual reproduction
Base Internal Hemosynthesis Capabilities

Note: Upon enlisting in the SAOY, the Minkan are given an inoculation which Weaponizes the body. The
Weaponized form lasts for 1 year, after which the individual must receive another treatment or revert to
the base mode. Weaponization makes the Minkan almost the equivalent of the Tennyo.
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Weaponization Results

Increased strength
Increased agility
Development of SPINE
Improved anti-grav
Improved healing
Improved Inertia Controlling Ability
Full Internal Hemosynthesis Capabilities

Tennyo

The Tennyo “Celestial Maiden” is the replacement for the nh-29 used by the star_army_of_yamatai.

NH-33V - Tennyo

Attributes

Selective reproduction - parthenogenesis, and sexual
Skin-based Holographic Projection
Anti-Grav
Improved Inertia Controlling Ability
Full Internal Hemosynthesis Capabilities
Increased Strength
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